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Abstract—Interactions between the elements of a functioning 

system in its structural representation are considered. This 

raises questions of system modeling for the development of mod-

els and algorithms for structuring relationships and decision 

rules on sets of information. This is necessary for generating out-

put documents. The definitions of interactions of conflict, coop-

eration and neutrality between the subsystems in the process of 

achieving their local goals are introduced. The competition that 

occurs between goals is resolved by choosing a compromise in 

the framework of solving problems of vector optimization and 

game theory. Systems participate in the formation of integral 

properties of the subsystem and can enter into relations of con-

flict, cooperation and neutrality with other subsystems and con-

versely. The proposed approach allows us to evaluate the quality 

of the entire system as a whole. Some structural and topological 

characteristics used in graph theory that are suitable for de-

scribing such systems, which are of interest for problems of an-

alyzing binary relations of subsystems. These include the degree 

of centralization. It characterizes the uniformity of connections 

in the system, structural redundancy. Characterizes the meas-

ure of redundancy of the structure by connections in the system. 

Structural compactness-this property is proposed to be evalu-

ated by a number of indicators: the diameter, center and radius 

of the subsystem, a relative indicator that characterizes the 

structural proximity of subsystems to each other. A methodol-

ogy for structural analysis of such a system with an example of 

its implementation using a computer is proposed. 

Keywords—analysis, structural representation of systems, sub-

systems, conflict, cooperation, neutrality, graph theory, computer 

implementation 

I. INTRODUCTION 

First, consider some system  S={S1, S2, S3   ,...,SN), which 
consists of  N  active elements (subsystems) Si,  
i = 1, 2 ,..., N.  While S is acting, it is accordingly moving 
towards some target W, and another of its parts Si to achieve, 
in turn, the local target Wi. Next, we describe the mutual ef-
fects of subsystems on each other and on system S. 

The description of the S system is applicable using a the-
oretical-multiple approach. We introduce Х -set of inputs, У - 

set of outputs, and  С - set of global states of system S , Х, У, 
С -implementation of these sets, and Х= Х1  Х2  ...  Х m 
, У = У 1 У 2   ...  У n , where    is the symbol of Car-
tesian product and С = {С1, С2 ,..., Сk } [1]. 

Therefore, it is possible to write down: 

 S :Х СУ,  S ( Х С ) У (1) 

and( Х, У) SС[R (С, Х) = У],ХХ, УУ, СС, where 
R(С, Х)- some function.  It is called a global system response. 
Such a description can be called "input - state - output." 

Suppose that the targets W, W 1,W 2 ,...,Wn are measurable. 
Then, for W on the set Х, the utility function q(Х )can be in-

troduced. If  х1, х2Х  and q (Х1) >q (х2), then  х1  х2( - 
better) if possible to achieve  W. Thus, system S strives to 
achieve goal W faster. These findings apply to Wi as well. 

II. THE DESCRIPTION OF THE SYSTEM 

Enter the definitions of conflict ratio (>Iк), cooperation 
(>Iс) and neutrality(>Iн) for the two parts of the system Si and 
Sj as they approach their local Wi  and Wj targets. Thus [2]: 

- the Si subsystem conflicts with the subsystem Sj(Si>IкSj),  
if 

qj (S j, S i) <qj(S j, ~S i), (2) 

where the designation ~Si assumes that there is no Si subsys-
tem surrounded by Sj. subsystem. The definition means that 
the presence of the subsystem Si in the environment of the 
subsystem Sj reduces the efficiency of achieving the goal Wj 
by the subsystem Sj in the sense of qj criterion; 

- the Si subsystem cooperates with the subsystem 
Sj(Si>IсSj) if 

qj (S j, S i) >qj(S j, ~S i), (3) 
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that is, the presence of the subsystem Si in the environment of 
the subsystem Sj increases the efficiency of achieving the goal 
W j  by the subsystem  Sj in the sense of the criterion qj ; 

- Si and Sj subsystems are neutral (Si>IнSj) if 

qj (S j, S i) = qj(S j, ~S i), (4) 

that is, the presence of the subsystem Si in the environment of 
the subsystem Sj does not affect the efficiency of achieving 
the goal W j by the subsystem Sj in the sense of the criterion 
qj. 

Also it is worth assuming that system S acts on a time in-

terval of  t [t0, tk] = T. In that case  Х(t) : {Х(t)tT}, У(t) : 

{У(t)tT}, С(t) : {С(t)tT} [3-6]. The action of each subsys-
tem  Si(t) can be shown as the "input-state-output" expression 
for some nonlinear system in the form of differential equality: 

Сi(t) = F i(Сi(t), Хi(t)), Уi(t) = R i(Сi(t), Хi(t)), (5) 

where Сi(t) = {сi(t)} is the set of global states of the subsystem 
Si, Х i (t) = Хi 1 (t)  Хi 2 (t)  ...  Хi mi(t) is the input part of 
the entire Si  system element,  У (t) = Уi 1 (t)   
 Уi 2  (t)   ...  Уini(t)  is the output part of the entire Si sys-

tem element, with  Хi k(t) = { Хik }, k = 1,mi  , Уi r (t)= 

 ={Уi r }, r = 1,ni - the set of system inputs and outputs Si . Fi 

and Ri-vector - columns of nonlinear dependencies. Сi(t)- 
opens changes of states in a uniform system eventually. 

Using function of usefulness for the  Si  system  with some 

value of  process time  t [t0, tk] = T the  possibility of imple-
mentation of the purpose of  Wi: qi(Хi(t)) = qi( Хi(t), Ri(Сi(t), 

Хi(t))), where Хi(t) Хi(t), Сi(t) Сi(t).Note that  

i = О N, ,is a representation of the external environment in 

the form of the S0 system. 

Let, i,j = О N,  will be a derivative (6) [7] whereХj(t, 

si) = (Х j
0 (t, si), Х j

1 (t, si) ,..., Х j
N (t, si)) - a difficult vector 

- increment, received by an entrance S j(t) as a result of action 
of an argument of a subsystem of S i(t)in a certain period of 

time t: qi(Хi (t)+Хi( t, si )) > 

>qi(Хi (t)));Х j
 (t, si)- a component of increment which is 

created by a subsystem of S(t) during activity of a subsystem  

S i (t);  i, j,   = О N, . 

qj (t, si) = 




q (t)

s (t)

j

i

 = lim
Xi Si 0 ( )

[ qj( Х j
0 ( t, si ) +  

 +Х j
0 ( t, si),..., Х j

N ( t ) + Х j
N ( t, si) )   

 qj ( Х j
0 ( t ) ,..., Х j

N ( t) ) ] / Хi( t, si) (6) 

Then, given (3), (4), (5) at time t: 

- the subsystem of  S i (t)  clashes with a subsystem of Sj(t)( 

S i (t)>IкSj(t) )if qj(t, si) <0 ; 

- the subsystem of Si(t) promotes functioning of a subsys-

tem of  Sj(t)  ( S i (t) >IсSj(t) ) if  qj(t,si) = 0.  

- functioning of a subsystem of Sj(t) does not depend on 

Si(t) ( S i (t)>IнSj(t) )  if qj(t,si) = 0. 

The same definitions are fair also for i,j =О N, and also 

for (S(t), Si(t)). 

Obviously, in this approach, the formation of increment 
vectors for each of the subsystems, and for the entire system, 
depends on the structure of their relationships, which deter-
mines their interaction during the operation of the system. 

Having calculated the relations >Iк, >Iс, >Iн  between all 

pairs of elements of the set  SM(t) tT , where SM(t) =  
={S0(t), S1(t), ... , SN(t) }  , it can be described by the directed 
graph  G(t) =G ( SM, E, t ), where SM= SM(t)is the set of verti-
ces, E ={eij(t)} is the set of arcs. 

Knowing the values (weight) of the arcs, the adjacency 
matrix is filled. It is the source for the program described be-
low. This program allows you to solve the problems of static 
analysis of interactions in the structural representation of sys-
tems. To write it, the standard components of the application 
development tool in the Windows environment were used. 
This made it possible to create a user-friendly interface with 
a fairly convenient menu and multi-tasking mode of opera-
tion. In addition, the program provides the ability to output 
the necessary information to the PMP and save graphic im-
ages in JPG format. 

For example, we fill in the adjacency matrix with random 
values, and pay attention to the interaction of conflicting sub-
systems. 

In order to correctly understand their interaction, it is nec-

essary to select tT from SM(t)a subset of the values S>Iн(t), 
S>Iс(t) and S>Iн(t). For them, the binary relations> I> 
>Iк,>Iси>Iн respectively, are true. 

This is the same as distinguishing from   G(t) = G ( SM, E, 

t ) tT sub graphs:  G (>Iк) = G>Iк( S>Iк, E>Iк, t ), 

G (>Iс) =G>Iс( S>Iс, E>Iс, t ),G (>Iн) =G>Iн( S>Iн,E>Iн,t ) 

G ( SM, E, t). 

The following binary relations >Iк, >Iс, >Iн can be defined 
by adjacency matrices for the graph G=G ( SM, E, t). We de-

note them by К =   ij , КК=  ij
k , КС=   ij

с ,  

КH =   ij
н

of order  nn,   nN+1, moreover: 

- ijk if  eijEeij ,  ijk =eij ; 

- ij
kk if  eijE>Iкeij ,  ij

kk =eij<0; 

- ij
сk if  eijE>Iсeij ,  ij

сk =eij>0; 

- ij
нk ifeijE>Iнeij ,  ij

нk =eij=0. 

The value of the variable is equal to the weight of the arc 

that connects S i  to S j and the value  ijk  is equal to the weight 

of the arc that connects S j   to S I , therefore, the expression  K 
= KК + KС + KH is true. 

For the next vertex Si : 

 o( Si) =  ij
j

n




1

 ,  в ( Si) =  ij
i

n




1

, (7) 
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hereij
 is an element of the zero-identity matrix( ) where 

  is the generalized relation = (>Iк>Iс>Iн ). Suppose 

if ij
( >Iк ), and eijE>Iк and eij,  

then ij
=1, otherwise ij

=0. 

The values of o( Si) and в ( Si) in graph theory are called 
the semi-degree of outcome and semi-degree of entry, respec-

tively, for a certain vertex Si. The value of  o( Si) reflects the 

number of arcs that exit from the vertex Si, and в ( Si)  - re-
spectively, the number of arcs in Si. 

Supposeo( Si) = 0, then it is possible to isolate elements 
of Si (finite subsystems), the action of which does not affect 

the creation of a relation  from the point of view of the 

graph in question G>IкG>IсG>I,н, the value  

o( Si) > 0 shows the number of subsystems on which Si acts 

during formation  . 

Let o( Si) = в ( Si) = 0, therefore, the vertex will be iso-

lated for the relation  . 

Due to the fact that the sums o( Si) and в ( Si) show only 
the place of  Si in the general structure G , it is worth intro-

ducing quantities that reveal the degree of influence of Si on 

the formation of the ratio .For the next vertex Si, we intro-

duce sums of the form (8). 

The sum o( Si) reflects (as a percentage of the total   

for SM) the degree of influence of Si on the remaining parts of 

the relations  . The sum в ( Si)  is different. 

Based on the foregoing, it is obvious that ( o( Si), 

o( Si)) and ( в ( Si), в ( Si) ) show the importance (weight) 

of the Si  subsystem during the construction of relations   

between the subsystems of the set SМ . 

o( Si) = ijk
j

n

ijk
i

n

j

n








 

1 11

100  % ,в ( Si) =  

 = ijk
i

n

ijk
i

n

j

n








 

1 11

100% (8) 

Figure 1 shows the КК matrix with the calculatedo,oв, 

в . 

We introduce the definitions of symmetry and transitivity 
of binary relations. 

III. SYMMETRY AND TRANSITIVITY 

A symmetric relation is the relation between Si and Sj if Si

Sj and  SjSi . 

A transitive relation is the relation   between Si, Sj ,Sk, if 

it satisfies: Si Sj , SjSk , Si Sk. 

Thus, the relation   is neither symmetrical nor transi-

tive, but for each graph it seems possible to distinguish its 

symmetric and transitive parts (sub graphs), moreoverSiG
 :[ (SiG  ss)(SiG  tr ) ((SiG  ss)(SiG  tr)) 

((SiG  ss)(SiG  tr)) ((SiG  ss)(SiG  tr))] and 

eijE  : [((eijE  ss)(eijE  tr)) ((eijE  ss)(eijE
 tr)) ((eijE  ss)  (eijE  tr)) ((eijE  ss)(eijE 

tr))]. 
The matrices KКtr and KКss and the corresponding sub 

graphs are shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. 

Next, we analyze the structural - topological criteria of in-
terest for the binary relations>Iк ,>Iс, >Iн. 

IV. DEGREE OF CENTRALIZATION 

Determined by centrality index 

  =

( )

( 1) ( 1)

1

 




 max

n

max

S

n



 

  

( )

, (9) 

where i( S i) = o ( S i) + в( S i); maХ=max
i

i( S i). 

Index is used to assess the amount and degree of central-

ization of the structural definition of a binary relation. When  
= 0  , the bonds are uniform, but if  =1,   then the structure 

describes the relationship which tends to the maximum de-

gree of centralization. 

 

 

Fig. 1. General graph of conflict and its adjacency matrix: - graphic engine image  
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V. STRUCTURAL REDUNDANCY 

Describes some difference in the number of bonds  

E , that are in the definition of a binary relation, and the 

number of bondsE min , at a minimum, are necessary for 

the graph to become connected. We introduce 

 =(E - E min)/ E min (10) 

The value   shows a measure of the redundancy of the 

structure of relations. If>0, then the structure is maximally 

redundant (such as a full graph), if = 0, then it is minimal; 

< 0- the structure of the relationship is not connected. 

VI. STRUCTURAL COMPACTNESS 

The property is evaluated by a number of the following 
indicators: 

- diameter of the structure - d(G( )) =max
i j,

d(Si, Sj), 

where d(Si , Sj ) is the distance between Si, SjS ; 

- center and radius of the structure - the vertex  S00  will be 

central if  SiS :(max
Sj

d(Si, Sj) max
Sj

d( S00 , Sj) ,) and 

d ( S00 , Sj )  is the radius; 

- a relative indicator, reflects the structural relationship of 
the subsystems with each other – 

от= ( / min ) -1, =
j

n

i

n




11

d(Si, Sj),min = n(n-1). 

от= 
d

n n

i j
j

n

i

n

S S( )

( )

,




 

11

1
 (11) 

All described characteristics are shown in table 1. 

TABLE I.  CHARACTERISTICS 

 Centrality 
Index 

Structural 
compactness 

Indicator 

Structural 
redundancy 

Indicator 

General graph of conflict 0,5 2 1,5 

Symmetric graph conflict 0,74 0,11 -0,71 

Transitive graph  conflict 0,44 1,6 0,83 

 

 

Fig. 2. Graph of a symmetric conflict and its adjacency matrix: - graphic engine image  
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Fig. 3. Transitive conflict graph and its adjacency matrix: - graphic engine image  

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

In the structural-parametric approach, conflict is consid-

ered as a specific way of interacting systems. As a result, a 

super-system is formed that has different properties than each 

of the conflicting systems separately. Consequently, the prob-

lem of constructing a conflict model is reduced to the devel-

opment of ways to formally describe the relations that bind the 

participants in the conflict. 

Using this axiomatics removes a number of limitations that 

are characteristic of the structural-parametric approach. It 

opens a method to an analytical description of the conflict with 

full consideration of its phenomenology, i.e. to the creation of 

a mathematical theory of the conflict. 
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